Treasurer Report 10-20-18

Agenda
• Bank balances
• Dues/Fees collected
• Dues increases
• Bills paid
• Road expense (Mailbox)
• Legal fees
• Assessment collections/payment plans
• Insurance/Litigation Threat
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Bank Balances
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Checking - $6,324.67
Mailbox Account (donations) $1,458.69
Reserves - $4,945.30
Total - $12,728.66
Emergency assessment account $49,561.93 ($76,587-$27,025 legal)
$27,025.40 was transferred from Special Assessment to checking to pay
legal bill
Total Operations and Reserves- $62,290.59
Decrease of $929.84
Bond Account - $61,561.93
Increase of $8.56
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Dues collected
• Collected this month $459.20
• Plus prepayment of $60
• Collected to date - $83,170.53
• Total outstanding dues $15,681.47
• Fees collected- none this period
• Special emergency assessments collected to date $76,587.33
• $27,025 of this was already used in funding defense in addition to
what was already paid out
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Collections
• We have now sent 3 properties to collections (2 owners)
• Properties will be sent to collections, and liens placed if owners fail
to bring account current
• If forced to file a lien, and additional $533 of costs will be assessed
NOT INCLUDING fees from collection agency
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Dues increases
• Our reserve study done this year showed a shortfall of $25,000 in
reserve funding.
• This is based on current Dues structure as well as expenses
• The special assessment on road fund shortfall was levied to ensure
we have proper funds as per our study
• The shortfall is not a one time event but rather the needed financial
resources needed to fund roads based on our current financial model
• We will need to increase dues by 20% which is maximum amount
allowed without a vote
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Dues increases
• The 20% increase will net approximately $19,000 which will result in
another shortfall next year.
• This means dues will need to increase again the following year (2020) in
order to hit the proper funding and make up for the shortfall from 2019
dues.
• This is under assumption that our expenses stay the same in 2019 and 2020
• Insurance will likely increase by the amount of the dues increase if not
more, and will be explained further in presentation
• It is important all understand the financial situation we face as we move
forward.
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Bills paid
• Spaulding Law Firm- $27,025.40- Defense of Lawsuit
• This was funded from special assessment
• Office depot $334.20- (ink and copies)
• Frontier $200.99- (office phones)
• Payroll taxes (quarterly) $2,577.54
• Payroll• Total bills this period $33,482.92
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Road Expense
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mailbox turnout requires rock
This falls under Roads Budget
To Date, this fiscal year we have spent $2500 on Roads
Budget is $15,000
Estimate is $3500 to finish turn out for mailboxes
Motion to approve expense
Umland circle needs a minor repair. Can likely be repaired for minimal expense
for materials
• Motion to approve purchase of road repair kit to fix, need volunteer to assist vs
paying a contractor.
• Lee Drive in need of major repair on South end. Need to get repair estimates.
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Legal Bills
• To date we have spent $107,907.43 on legal defense on the McKay suite
• A portion of this was dedicated to special insurance counsel to get our insurers to
cover our defense
• This is over the initial estimate of $100,000 where we based our assessment
• The good news is we now have insurance to pay for the defense of the case going
forward.
• This means we have defense up to and including a jury trial
• We also may recover part of our legal fees from our insurance. Our coverage
counsel is currently working with insurers and has sent a demand.
• Unfortunately, this does NOT mean we have no more legal fees
• We have retained special insurance counsel to protect us and ensure the insurers
continue to fund our defense and are currently working with them to make sure
our current insurer will cover future claims against us.
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Legal Bills continued
• We have been served with another claim
• Hannah Clayborn has sent through her attorney a cross complaint
demanding the HOA defend and indemnify her for her part in the
invasion and subsequent release of private email from the previous
community manager who is currently suing us and other defendants
including Ms. Clayborn
• We tendered to our insurance who has declined to offer any defense
to her.
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Assessment collections
• As stated, we have given 30 days due, late in 60, and delinquent in 90
days
• This was due to the emergency we are facing and must have funding
to defend the association
• Some members are put at financial hardship
• Board to decide if we can work on plans for those who are currently
unable to pay entire amount by due date.
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Special assessment
• We have been approached by a few members that have financial
difficulty in paying the entire assessment all at once.
• In our September meeting, we voted to review on a case by case basis
members requests to spread out payments in event they cannot
come up with entire sum at once
• In event a member has financial hardship, they may request a
payment schedule that spreads out the payment over several months
to ease the burden.
• The members must request in writing and agree to a schedule to
avoid collections.
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Special Assessment (Emergency)
• As stated in previous reports, we will have a special assessment of approximately
$336 to bring reserve fund for roads to minimum funding requirement
• This comes from a shortfall of $25,000 per our reserve study, and borrowing of an
additional $45,000 to pay our bills, leaving a total of $70,000 shortfall in road
reserve fund required
• We had been advised to expect $100,000 in fees this year to defend the lawsuit
by our current attorney. Our legal budget this year is $7,500
• We have already exceeded the entire amount of expected cost of our defense.
• Additional legal fees paid and expected to be paid bring our current funding
shortfall to $162,500 (not including any adverse judgement against HOA)
• The fees amount to an assessment of $444.71 per property (additional $92,500
over budget)
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Special Assessment (Emergency)
• $444.71 plus $336.53 came to a total assessment of $781.25
• This unfortunately does not cover any judgement that could be
assessed against us in a trial or if we are ordered by the State to pay
on the labor claim
• Members will be kept informed as we learn more. Your Board is
working to defend our membership and intend to hold those
responsible accountable
• Due in 30 days, late in 60 days, and subject to late fees and interest
• Collections in 90 days
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Special Assessment (Emergency)
• Some individuals are sending out protests and encouraging members
not to pay
• While we understand their concern, this is ill advised as properties
who refuse payment will be sent to collections and this will result in
higher fees to owners
• We have been successful in obtaining defense through our coverage
counsel and the cost of our defense on this case is covered going
forward, and we will attempt to recoup some of our expenses
incurred to date
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Special/ emergency assessment
• Assessments were sent on August 14, 2018
• Due on September 14,2017
• They are now considered late
• Payments must be made now or risk additional penalties, collections
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Insurance
• I have been asked by our Insurance Broker Kevin Sullivan to relay the
following advice to the membership
• Threats of litigation only increase the cost of our insurance as well our
insurability
• He asked me to caution the membership on making these threats as
the insurers have no choice but to take it seriously
• He also stated that we as insured are obligated by the terms of our
policy to report these threats and notices of circumstance in a timely
fashion to ensure we are indeed covered in the event of an actual
lawsuit
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INSURANCE/ Litigation Threat
• We were notified by our current insurer that they would not renew us
on December 27th this year
• The reason they gave was claims history
• The McKay Claim was disclosed on our application and was excluded
from coverage, so that is not the issue but does impact our
insurability
• A new threat of litigation caused the underwriter to believe we were
a bad risk and not renew our policy
• A member threatened to “ SUE US BACK TO THE STONE AGE”.
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Insurance/ Litigation Threat
• We sent the threat to our attorney who advised us to tender to the
insurance in the event he followed through on his threat
• Our Insurance Broker agreed and tendered the event
• The claims adjuster also agreed it was required under our policy
• In the event we are sued in future on this, we understand we will
indeed be covered under the terms of the policy
• So it’s a double edged sword. We will have legal defense even if the
suit comes after expiration of the policy but we are now having to
seek new insurance which will likely be significantly more if we can
even secure insurance.
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Insurance
• As you can see, there was a threat, we reported as per the terms of our
policy and advise and as a result, the current underwriter will not renew
our policy
• We directed our broker to immediately begin looking for a new
underwriter
• We had a conference call with our Broker who believes he was able to find
a new underwriter.
• We have been advised that the cost will go up significantly due to our non
renewal and they are currently reviewing our financials and audit.
• We have been completely transparent reporting all potential claims we are
aware of.
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